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Nightlife in orlando florida

Some may think of Orlando as a family-friendly destination, and not much else. In reality, adults have a lot of fun waiting for them in the city of Beautiful, too! If you want to experience it at night, you're in luck - there are some great nightclubs in Orlando. We've brought together some of the best. (Please note that some of these locations
may not fully meet operational standards, thanks to the COVID-19 pandemic. Make sure you contact them regularly first, and if they're not fully open, bookmark this article and read again for your next outing.) The best nightclubs near Walt Disney WorldThe Edison at Disney SpringsOnce upon a time, a magical nightly destination within
Walt Disney World Resort welcomed nightclub lovers from around the world. That destination was Pleasure Island, and it was glorious. Unfortunately, those days are long gone, but there are still a few places on Disney World accommodation that offer a nightclub experience. At Disney Springs - on the former site of one of the most
beloved Pleasure Island nightclubs, in fact - is The Edison. Although the location is mainly a restaurant early in the evening, as the night glows on, the nightclub vibes get into gear. The atmosphere is an interesting mix of The Great Gatsby and steampunk - quite an intriguing experience. The dance floor, which is relatively small and is
located on the left side of the room, is also a stage for live performances throughout the night. Ban era-inspired cocktails and delicious food are served until late, keeping the party shining in the morning hours. Sitting along the shore of Crescent Lake, at Disney's BoardWalk Inn, is Atlantic Dance Club. This legendary nightclub has its
peaks and troughs over its multi-decade history, but it remains beautifully inside - the Art Deco ballroom evokes the period of dancing the night away to a live orchestra. A DJ often plays hit songs as part of a music-video dance party. Visiting an off-night, as in the middle of the week, is not much use unless you wish to just take a look. If a
big convention happens in one of the nearby hotels, though, then you're in for a fun night, and important holidays are a good bet for a good time, too. This beautiful space is available for private events and is popular for wedding receptions and corporate parties, so it's a good idea to check the opening hours before planning a night out
here. The best nightclubs near Universal OrlandoRed Coconut Club at Universal CityWalkAt Universal Orlando Resort, you will find a variety of nightclubs. Universal CityWalk includes multiple dance and nightclubs, each with its own unique offerings, plus a slew of bars and lounges. It's easy immersed in a night full of music, dancing,
dining and drinking. The two dance clubs of CityWalk are the groove and Red Coconut Club. At first, things do Moving late at night; although the doors open earlier, the party doesn't really start until after 23:00. The main dance floor is flanked by a DJ booth and dancer platforms, as well as a stage that often serves as a VIP area. There
are multiple bars in this two-story venue, and bright lights and thumping club hits fill the air. There are certain themed evenings throughout the week, but there is always a variety of great dance music mixed in. This is the best nightclub in Universal Orlando for those who want a traditional dance-club experience. Red Coconut Club offers a
balance between a nightclub and a tropical lounge. Early evening is a great time to stop in, sit in one of the two bars, and enjoy a specialty cocktail or martini (combined with lively, tropical food, of course). The interior is warmly lit, with bright color accents and South Beach-inspired décor. Live music starts the night, and when the moon
rises, the band makes way for a DJ. Red Coconut's dance music tends to be a mix of Latin hits, hip hop, and a few club favorites. It's easy to dance all night here, and it's great to be able to take a break to enjoy a cocktail and enjoy the tropical vibes. In addition to the groove and Red Coconut Club, you can also visit Pat O'Brien's for
dueling pianos, Rising Star for karaoke with a live band and backup singers, or Bob Marley – A Tribute to Freedom for Live Music and Food from the Islands. The energy of CityWalk at night is electrifying. The best nightclubs at International DriveMango's Tropical Cafe on International DriveIn the heart of Orlando's attractions area, you'll
find International Drive. There is so much to do here, I-Drive is really its own destination. In addition to numerous attractions, shopping and dining, you will also find a lot of nightlife. But first you need to know that International Drive is more than 10 miles long, and there's quite a difference when you compare one end of the tourist corridor
to the other. South of the Sand Lake Road intersection has some of the best restaurants, attractions and experiences on offer on this bustling strip. One of the most iconic locations here is Mango's Tropical Cafe. This multistory venue that is home to one of Orlando's best live entertainment acts is almost on the corner of Sand Lake and I-
Drive. During the early evening hours, guests from all over the world are entertained with live music, singing and dance. Then, as the night gets later, the volume cranks up, and Mangoes becomes the city's best nightclub - Orlando Sentinel readers voted as such two years in a row. There is a huge dance floor in the middle of this dazzling
space, as well as the smaller Vodou Room, which has a different vibe and about a different DJ than the ground floor. Further south on International Drive is Orlando's coolest place, ICEBAR Orlando. Ultra-lounge ultra-lounge section part themed attraction, this place is more than just a bar made of ice - even if it is the largest permanent
such bar in the world. When you enter icebar for the first time, enter the Fire Lounge, where a menu of flatbreads, sliders, skewers and more wait to feed your evening. Specialty cocktails - some that are on fire, some that bubble, and others that are served in a glass made entirely of ice - are perfect for toasting your night out. After 22:00,
the party vibe really gets started with dance and club music. You're in for a unique experience, for sure. The best nightclubs in Downtown OrlandoA 21st anniversary at SHOTS OrlandoIt's not surprising that the largest concentration of nightclubs in the City Beautiful is in Downtown Orlando itself. Since the downtown area is about 20
minutes north of the attractions area, the nightclubs here are very adult oriented; locals love partying by club hopping, especially on weekends to blow off steam. One of the most popular nightclubs in Downtown Orlando is Room 22. Billed as a show bar, you're definitely in for a fun evening, both on the dance floor and at the bar. Scantily
clad bartenders don't just serve drinks, they perform. On a busy Friday or weekend night, the place can be absolutely full. For a sophisticated night out, look to EVE Orlando, a chic ultra-lounge with a stunning interior. Special craft cocktails begin your evening as brilliant lights add a colorful hue to the space. On certain evenings there are
themes, such as Latin Night and Ladies' Night, and DJs play a variety of music. Another popular spot in the area is The Beacham. This venue is popular for concerts during the week, but on nights without performances, it's one of Orlando's most popular nightclubs, packed with partygoers. The Beacham is a historical theatre, so the
atmosphere is also special. Many Downtown Orlando club-goers start their night at SHOTS Orlando, or make it their last stop. This is a hybrid of a bar and lounge early in the evening, leading to a nightclub feel late at night. There are over 100 great photos on the menu - some are served with props or other fun interactions. The bartenders
and waiters make sure everyone has a good time. There is no cover here, and there are usually food and drink specials on certain nights. Additional information about Orlando nightclubs Most locations have a dress code. Although not too strict, the general rule of thumb is clothing is in good condition and stylish. Also, closed-toed shoes
for men are usually required. Many nightclubs have a cover fee, but usually not until after 10pm. Many nightclubs are 21 years or older. Confirm this for your visit. If you have a anniversary, consider VIP service. What are your favourite nightclubs in the City Beautiful? Share them with other theme park fans in our Orlando Informer
Community on Facebook.And make sure you follow Orlando Informer on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for the latest news and tips at Universal Orlando, Walt Disney World and other Orlando destinations. Do you like the nightlife? Do you need boogie? Well, Orlando has many venues for beat-driven (check out our 10Best Dance Clubs
list for even more), but not everyone's idea of nightlife is going to throw it to house of techno. For those who don't care as much about the dance floor as they do the incredible music and warm, unique atmosphere, the unparalleled Timucua Arts White House should fit. Those who prefer more of a $2.50 PBR dance party will feel right at
home in their sneakers in everyone's downtown welcome dance hall, the Independent. Depending on what night you go, the floor may shake to Motown or 80s, top 40 or disco classics, but the atmosphere is un-sceney and no one will mind your ripped jeans. How about something bolder? At the Venue, you get a literal dose as Orlando's
resident burlesque group performs. If not, you might find dance, singing, experimental theatre. The Venue serves it all and with a cosy bar to prepare your cultural injection. You'll be well prepared to take it in stride. Photo courtesy of Mad Cow Theatre What began as a two-show project conceived by a few local theater professionals in
1997 has since grown into something so big, it recently moved from its old downtown digs into a brand new second-floor space on Church Street. Mad Cow â€ which runs everything from intimate cabarets to dramatic plays to musical productions â€ is an Orlando staple, known in the Central Florida art community and beyond. Whether
your preferences run melodically (The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee and Dreamgirls are among the recent musical runs) or dramatic â€ from Anton Chekov to Tennessee Williams to the Bard Shakespeare itself â€ you'll probably find a Mad Cow production worthy of an evening out in the city's ever-growing nightlife district.
Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Orlando has more performing venues than most people realize. Mad Cow Theatre is one of the more intimate gems. A.D.s expert tip: Make it a night out. Literally, dozens of restaurants and bars are within mooing distance of Mad Cow. Read more about Mad Cow Theatre → Austin's is open 24
hours a day, so if you want to party where you like your off-site office, you're in luck. Hyperlocal and frequented by both students and Wifi-powered freelancers with a need for excellent Fair Trade coffee and a pleasant working environment, Austin's offers a steady infusion of both. Add to this local art for sale on the walls, a better than
decent collection of tabletop and entertainment and a very nice craft beer menu. Add a and affable staff, a solid menu that runs from carnivorous to dedicated vegan and live entertainment (not to mention open-mic nights where you could hear poetry, jazz, hip-hop, stand-up comedy and more. Now we really have something, don't we?
Don't come here expecting luxury. It's not. Friendly, however, they have been in spades. And if you want a good panini at 3:00 a.m., you can have that, too. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: A generally soft neighborhood coffee house may seem like an odd choice, but Austin's has a killer open-mic nights - most nights! A.D.s
expert tip: Five words: mile-high peanut butter pie. Don't tell me we didn't warn you. Read more about Austin's Coffee → Photo courtesy of Sak Comedy Lab An Orlando fixture since 1991, The SAK Comedy Lab features a variety of nationally and internationally recognized comedians. The SAK Comedy Lab is all about improvisation, and
they're doing well. One of Orlando's most popular comedy clubs, she recently moved to the trendy CityArts Factory, in the heart of downtown. The SAK Comedy Lab brings different themes to different nights, including the popular improv contest Duel of Fools (Thursday to Saturday) and Saturday's late-night 'Early Show'. For those who
want to continue trading or just bring some A-game to the water cooler, classes and workshops – check their site or call for more details. Casual clothing is suggested, as are reservations. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Because laughter is universal and SAK Comedy Lab's performers are edgy enough for the adults, still cool
for kids. A.D.s expert tip: The Comedy Lab offers discounts for groups of 15 or more. Call the Group Sales department to book your group tickets. Read more about SAK Comedy Lab → No one, whether tourist or local, would deny that the appearance of the Parliament House complex has seen better days (after all this pioneering gay
resort had its inaugural year in the 1970s), but if they call the place dirty and trashy, they say it with love. Usually. Whether they're hosting celebs like Chaka Khan, the Miss Gay Orlando pageant or the Lady Gaga concert after party, the atmosphere is always festive. There is accommodation on site, but you don't have to sleep. Come
dance, drag or spend an afternoon by the pool. Parliament House cuts a swath through the gay demographic and everyone, young and old, feels right at home. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Parliament House can be declared a National Historic Gay Landmark. It's worth a visit just for that. A.D.'s expert tip: PH is not only very
gay friendly, it's very gay and very friendly, which means that as long as you're comfortable amid the culture (which can get a little raw) Within. Read more about Parliament House → Photo courtesy of The Imperial Wine Bar &amp; Beer Garden Located amid the hip strip of Ivanhoe Village of Orange Avenue, the Imperial Imperial Bar
&amp; Beer Garden really needs to be on everyone's list. Why? If you've ever thought about the potential pleasures of having a bar in your favorite store, you won't ask. This unique venue, nestled in Washburn Imports (a phenomenal home furnishings display with pieces from the far corners of the world) seems decorated for Bacchus
himself. And yes, everything is for sale. Pull a stool made of centuries-old railway tires or something like that and enjoy the wine and microbrews. In addition, the entire menu of the Imperial offers excellent combinations for hungry customers. And let's face it: If you take something home against better knowledge while under the influence, it
might as well be a beautiful, $1,500 reclaimed wooden bookcase. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Wines and beers here number 40+ each. Add to that elevated food, live music and a lush atmosphere that you want to take home (and can!). A.D.s expert tip: Washburn Imports' sister store/drinking emporium, the Imperial
Sanford, features a full liquor bar and some pretty expert mixologists. Check it out! Read more about The Imperial at Washburn Imports (Orlando) → Photo courtesy of Independent Bar Vintage rock to top 40, indie to 80s new golf, the Independent Bar hits that sweet spot between dance club and dive bar, a place where patrons are
welcome to dress to impress or roll in Chucks and ripped jeans. Seriously, man, no one's watching, relax. Multiple bars make getting drinks a non-issue and a friendly atmosphere makes for a relaxing, no-stress night of dancing and people watching; patrons can be yuppies or rockers, goths or indie hipsters, it really is that eclectic. In fact,
it's even 18+. Special evenings like Wednesday night Mac &amp; Cheese (DJ Mac running the cheesiest mix of 90s tracks) are always evolving, but always indicative of the cozy atmosphere of the venue. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: The Independent places 10Best in multiple categories because it hits that sweet spot where
you just want to dance and don't care who's watching. A.D.s expert tip: Drink specials and cheap beer ($3 PPRs and rum wells on, say, Mac &amp; Cheese night) are essentially a given. Read more about Independent Bar → What happens when a world-class musician converts his beautiful downtown Orlando home into an incredibly
intimate performance space? Discover it at the Timucua Arts White House, a beautiful venue where musicians and artists from all over the world in, well â€ a living room hosts. What's more, often these exhibitions and performances come for free! This is a special location, an exceptionally unique performance space that truly showcases
the incredible artistic reach of the Orlando community. Bring a or a bottle of wine to share and spend the evening amid the intimacy and warmth of the White House of Timucua Arts. Recommended for best nightlife because: Timucua is a one unlike any other. It's a jazz club in your best friend's living room. It's a must-do. A.D.'s expert tip:
Get on the mailing list for a headline on the well-known international, national and local talent on tap. Read more about Timucua Arts White House → Photo courtesy of Will's Pub Serving drinks and live music to Orlando locals thirsty for both for 15-plus years, Will's is something of a petri dish for indie music, a come-as-you-are joint if ever
there was one that has played host to budding acts of all stripes. Recent improvements to the joint have only strengthened its ability to musically baptized all newcomers. Bands like to play here. People love to see them. And if you're looking for reasons to come along for showtime, how pool, drinking specials, 16 taps flows with
microbrews and free WiFi sound? Important to note: Will's Pub isn't just about touring acts; they also host open-mics, hip-hop nights, poetry slams and more. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Without a doubt one of the best live music venues in town, and very much a local favorite. A.D.s expert tip: For a softer, smoke-free
alternative, check out Will's Pub offspring Lil' Indies next door. More great music to combine with beer and wine. Read more about Will's Pub → Photo courtesy of The Venue Set in the heart of eclectic Ivanhoe Village, the Venue is a true ground-zero for edgy art and entertainment in Orlando. Perhaps most notably home to VarieTEASE,
Orlando's sparkling burlesque group founded by local entertainer/icon Baby Blue Starr, this performance space hosts all sorts of theatrical productions along with live music, art exhibits, DJ-hosted dance parties and more. An intimate space with cabaret-like seating and an inviting lobby where pre-show cocktail hours often sizzle, sooner or
later the Venue's varied menu of art, dance and music will lure you for a taste. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Insanely fun, cool, experimental, the Venue is a big part of what ivanhoe the hip harbour is made of. Go before closing time. A.D.s expert tip: It's been on my list for years, but this is the last one! The venue will close
permanently in September this year. Go. Nwo. Read more about The Venue → No matter if you came between the current crop of gamers or cut your teeth at Atari Pong, Player 1 has a wide range of old school arcade games, classic and modern console games, a motion gaming dance floor and a drink grate that includes wine, sake,
mead and fine craft beers from around the world (along with hard soda and a few other options, too). This is not your children's arcade - although you find them between 4 - 6 if you intend to supervise. After 6, this place is 21+ and you will be grateful for it. A $5 cover gets you in, games are unlimited, players are courteous (although good-
natured smack talk is completely complete There aren't many places where you'll find Playstation 3, Galaga, Gauntlet and Ms Pacman under the same roof. Come and see this place. Recommended for Best Nightlife because: Five dollars gets you to play all night on everything from old school arcade cabinets to modern gaming systems.
A.D.s expert tip: Check their calendar for beverage specials, trivia nights, themed events and more! Read more about Player 1 Video Game Bar → →
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